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Jodsaas Center offers: 

• Entrepreneur Coach Office 
Hours

• Industry short courses 

• Business related courses 
counted towards your credit

• The support for hands-on 
projects run by students 
from different engineering 
disciplines

• The support for establishing 
new companies 

In collaboration with the Center for Innovation, the Jodsaas Center is pleased to announce

the new UND Innovation Studio Training and Internship (ISTI) program. ISTI is a program

for graduate and undergraduate students from all disciplines to interact and discover

human centered design as a problem solving method. The Studio consists of two parts: a

7-week training followed by a high-impact internship. The training will provide the

foundation of human-centered design while the internship applies that training to industry

challenges. Students will refine their communication, creativity, problem solving, and

collaboration skills as they navigate the innovation process.

Human centered design is a creative problem solving model used to simplify complex

challenges in the world around us. Steps include: empathy, ideating, prototyping, and

testing. Students will use a combination of academic and applied lessons in an

interdisciplinary group. Completion of training includes a certificate exam with the

International Association of Innovation Professionals and an internship opportunity

through the UND Innovation Studio.

Who: Graduate and undergraduate students with sophomore standing or higher

When: May 13th - June 27th | Mondays – Thursdays

Design Thinking Internship

During Summer 2019 (July 8th – August 23rd, 15-20 hrs/week) interns will work alongside

an industry partner to solve a complex problem in their sector. Students will use human

centered design to address the industry challenge, and identify and test new ideas. The

internship is a real-life application of creative problem solving and the innovation process.

Who: Graduate and undergraduate students who have successfully completed the Design

Thinking Training.

UND Innovation Studio Training and 
Internship (ISTI) program

Entrepreneur Coach Office Hours
In collaboration with the Center for Innovation, the Jodsaas Center now offers

the “Entrepreneur Coach Office Hours” to the CEM Faculty, Staff and

Students. People can get advice about their entrepreneurial idea or business

venture and get information about valuable resources in the area to help take

their ideas to the next level. The sessions will be coached by Greg Syrup,

Entrepreneur Consultant from the Center for Innovation. Online Students can

also join through Skype (greg.syrup) or Phone Call (701-777-3281). The

sessions run weekly on Wednesday 1-5PM at the Jodsaas Center, Room 100E.

For further information please contact Greg Syrup (greg@innovators.net).

mailto:greg@innovators.net


Contact (WE ARE HERE TO HELP!)

Address:

University of North Dakota, College of Engineering & Mines,                   
Harrington Hall Room 100, 243 Centennial DR and Stop 8155, 
Grand Forks, ND 58202

Webpage: http://engineering.und.edu/jodsaas-center/
GCSP Coordinator: Brian Tande brian.tande@und.edu  
BIG Idea Gym Coordinator: Brian Tande brian.tande@und.edu 
General Inquiry Email: und.jodsaascenter@und.edu

Workshops Series
January workshop series - Workload & Schedule Planning presented by Sheila Hanson,

an Assistant Professor of Entrepreneurship in the College of Business and Public

Administration at UND. February workshop - Dealing with Difficult People

presented by Emily Holth, the founder and owner of Sustainable Solution Services, LLC.

March workshop - Mock Interview was presented by Rick Sandwick (Human Resource

Manager, JR Simplot), Nikki Borstad (Recruiting, Fast Enterprises LLC), Ken Harness

(Senior Vice President of Product Development, Cirrus Aircraft), and Bethany Kurz

(Assistant Director for Integrated Analytical Solutions, EERC).

A team of Grand Challenge Scholar Program (GCSP) team, undergraduate senior design

team, and graduate students under the guidance of Dr. Surojit Gupta presented their

research in the 43rd International Conference and Exposition on Advanced Ceramics and

Composites in Daytona Beach, FL (Jan 27 – Feb 1, 2019). This is a premier event on

cutting-edge research and product developments in advanced ceramics, armor ceramics,

solid oxide fuel cells, ceramic coatings, bioceramics, and more. The technical program

consisted of seventeen symposia, four focused sessions on emerging technologies, the

8th Global Young Investigator Forum, and a special focused session on Diversity,

Entrepreneurship, and Commercialization.

Feb Workshop Series Presented 
by Emily Holth

The February BIG Challenge topic was aligned with the call for teams to compete in the

4th Global Grand Challenges Summit to be held in London, UK in September. Teams

were asked to propose an idea and develop a business model to address one of the

following two topics: 1) Will AI and other transformational technologies change

humanity for the better? 2) Can we sustain 10 billion people?

Five teams participated in this month’s challenge and four of them were selected as

finalists. The finalists’ ideas included uses of artificial intelligence in healthcare and

small business and capturing geothermal energy from horizontal wells. Both the

audience and the judges selected the same winning team, “Mental Health Monitoring

using AI” biomedical engineering students Bradley Hoffmann, Bijay Guragain, and

Shubha Majumder. Their idea would use AI to help monitor and predict mental health

concerns.

The Big Challenge (BIG Idea Gym)

It was quite an experience for students. More particularly, GCSP students Margaret Ahmann and Annie Miles presented

a paper titled: “(ICACC-GYIF-025-2019) Novel Methods for Designing Carbonate Ceramics”, and co-authored with

Mohammed Alshaya, Ali Minhas, Mustafa Abdulrahman, and Surojit Gupta, on different types of CO2 sequestration

techniques which is one of the grand challenges of National Academy of Engineering sponsored GCSP. At UND, this

program is funded by the Edson and Margaret Larson Foundation.

The winning team: Bradley, 
Shubha and Bijay with 

Dean El-Rewini

GCSP Students attended Daytona Beach conference

March Workshop Series on Mock 
interview


